
Immediately after removal 
only tempofit® temporaries
have the necessary hardness 
for mechanical processing 
(cutting, grinding, polishing) 
by a new bis-composite.
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tempofit®

System advantage 
complete system of intercompatible com-
ponents and  AUTOMIX2-dispenser gun

■ smartrepair® set for quick
and precise repairs, features
UV-light-polymerizable
material, economical appli-
cators and exchangeable
tips.

■ one size fits all: tempofit®

2:1 cartridges are compati-
ble with the new standard
1:1 dispenser guns, no addi-
tional dispensing tool requi-
red.

Material advantage
Self-curing material for the fabrication of
crowns and bridges (2:1), for high-quality
temporaries

■ colour-stabilized for long-
term natural look; polisha-
ble to a high sheen.

■ minimal shrinkage guarantees
accurate occlusion.

■ time-saving features: fast setting material
and smartrepair® UV-light-polymerizingre-
pair kit.

■ patient-friendly features: low-temperature
polymerization, highly resistant to pressure
and abrasive damage, tasteless and tissue-
compatible.

❏❏ Yes, I want to know more about the

advantages of  tempofit®:

Information-Phone +49 / 72 43 / 5 10 - 146

e-mail info@detax.de
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tempofit®

Complete system for making
and repairing temporary
crowns and bridges

tempofit®, the complete new
system for aesthetically plea-
sing crown and bridge tempo-
raries, is now available as a
standard package or as our
Introkit, complete with a novel
repair set (smartrepair® +
smartbond®).

tempofit® is long-term color-
stabilized, self-curing, quick-
setting and polymerizes at
comfortable temperatures.
tempofit® temporaries provi-
de an accurate fit, resist pressu-
re or abrasive damage, are
tasteless and biocompatible.
The new Automix2 dispenser
system prevents cross-contami-
nation, minimizes material
waste and allows easier extru-
sion.

smartrepair® features improved
applicators with exchangeable
tips that allow exact applica-
tion. This makes even complica-
ted repairs, additions and con-
touring easy and quick to com-
plete. smartrepair® is light
curing, saving the user time as
well as material.

In addition its excellent materi-
al properties, tempofit® in the
new 2:1 cartridge offers a clear
practical advantage through its
system of intercompatible com-
ponents and the Automix2-
system. tempofit® 2:1 car-
tridges can be used with the
new, standard 1:1 dispenser
guns and no longer require a
separate dispenser.
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